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national technical means (NTM).7 However, OTA
believes NTM would have limited capabilities to
monitor nuclear SLCM production, storage, and
deployment.

Many options are available should the United
States wish to limit nuclear-anneal SLCMs through
a formal arms control framework that would allow
monitoring more intrusive than NTM. A generic set
of these options is discussed below. (The United
States might also wish to postpone consideration of
formal controls as a result of the actions taken
unilaterally by Presidents Bush and Gorbachev in
the fall of 1991.)

One potential monitoring problem for a future
treaty that limited or banned nuclear SLCMs would
be the development of a conventional SLCM that
could be converted to a nuclear variant without
extensive rework at production facilities. In general,
there are two ways to design a conventional weapon
that could, in principle, be covertly converted to a
nuclear weapon

1. design the weapon to allow for exchange of
warheads and associated systems, or

2. design the conventional warhead in such away
that it could use “insertable nuclear compo-
nents . . . .“

According to unclassified reports, neither of these
capabilities resides in current U.S. or Soviet long-
range SLCMS.8 An agreement to ban development
and deployment of convertible cruise missiles is
probably a necessary, but far from sufficient, condi-
tion for a future agreement to control nuclear
SLCMS.9 A modest research program would be
required to determine if a design for a verifiably
nonconvertible cruise missile could be developed.

INTRODUCTION

Bilateral and Unilateral Approaches
to SLCM Arms Control

Soviet proposals to include limits on sea-launched
cruise missiles were among the most contentious
issues during the START negotiations.10 In a com-
promise to this longstanding dispute, the United
States and the Soviet Union agreed that SLCM
deployments would not be constrained by the
START Treaty. However, both sides also agreed to
make “politically binding” annual declarations of
their planned deployments of long-range nuclear
SLCMs and to accept along with (but outside) the
START agreement a limit of 880 on the total number
of deployed nuclear-armed SLCMs that exceed 600
kilometers (km) in range.ll In addition, Presidents

7 National t~hnical means ~ nationally controlled intelligence-gathering systems. The explicit endorsement of ~ for monitoring arms Connl
agreements was fwst made in SALT I, which signiilcantly,  also included a provision that obligated each signatory not to interfere with the other side’s
NTM. Much of what constitutes NTM is classified; an unclassifkd example is a photo-reconnaissance satellite. See Coit D. Blacker and Gloria Duffy,
eds, International Arms Control: Issues andAgreements,  2d. ed. (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1984).

8 However, published reports have assessed Soviet short- and medium-range antiship SLCMS as being dual-capable, that is, they can be deployed
in either a conventional or a nuclear variant. Presumably, warhead exchange in these systems would not require as extensive a modifkation  as in U.S.
SLCMS, which are not designed to facilitate warhead exchange.

9 o~ ~~ates tit the  ~atest concern  wOUld be  the possibility of at-sea conversion. ‘rhis is e~cially the case if weapons were designed tO U.X

insertable nuclear components (INCS).  INCS are small and their radioactive signature can be shielded; therefore, they would be diftlcult to find, even
during an intrusive inspection. Random examina tions of deployed weapons, using, for example, x-ray radiography, could reveal the existence of a cruise
missile designed with a convertible warhead. (X-ray radiography measures the transmission of abeam of x-rays through an object. Just as a dental x-ray
reveals the outline of a cavity, an x-ray radiograph of a cruise missile warhead could indicate the presence of structures associated with a convertible
cruise missile).

10 soviet Prewcupation ~th U.S. sLcMs  had n. deffitive  expl~tion. Among the possible expl~tions  were: us. sLcMs  threatened to negate
an elaborate and costly Soviet air defense systenq U.S. superiority in the enabling technologies of cruise missiles threatened to lead to a widening gap
in the capabilities of future systems; and U.S. SLCMS could have been used for short-warning attacks. Soviet concerns with short-warning attacks were
apparent in the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces negotiations when Soviet negotiators focused on the threat from the Pershing II ballistic missile, but
not the subsonic ground-launched cruise missile. SLCMS also fly at subsonic speeds, but Soviet diftlculties in monitoring the movements of U.S.
submarines could have resulted in a concern ovex the possibility of a short-warning SLCM attack (see discussion of “leading-edge” attack later in this
paper).

11 The June 1, 1990, “Soviet-United States Joint Statement on the Treaty on Strategic Offensive -%” v~~:
SLCMS will not be constriun“ edinthe STARTTreaty. I?achsidewill provi& the otherwithaunilateral  &clarationofits  policy conceding nuclearSLCMs

and, anoually  for the duration of the Txeaty,  with unilateral declarations regarding its planned &ploym@a  of nuclear long-range SLCMS, that is, those with a
range in excess of 600 kiloxmters. Those declarations will be politically binding. In the annual declarations, the maximum number of deployed nuclear SLCMS
for each of the following five Treaty years will be specified provided that the number &clared will not exceed 880.

@Iote  that 880 exceeded the total planned U.S. deployment). The Joint Statement also declared that both sides agree not to produce or deploy multiple
wahead nuclear SLCMS. Although not part of the Joint Statemen4  both sides also agreed that nuclear-armed SLCMS with a range of 300-600 Ian would
be the subject of confidential annual data exchanges.“Joint Statement on the Treaty on Strategic Offensive Arms,” in Some Key Agreements Reached
At The U.S.-Soviet Summit: Washington, D.C., May 31-.lune  3,1990, U.S. Arms Control and Disarmam ent Agency. Also, see Weekly Compilation of
Presidential Documents, June 1, 1990, p. 862.
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Bush and Gorbachev reaffirmed a previous commit-
ment to “seek mutually acceptable and effective
methods of verification” for SLCM limitations.
However, the two sides did not specify the type of
SLCM limitations they might seek.

In an address to the Nation delivered on Septem-
ber 27, 1991, President Bush announced major
changes in the current U.S. nuclear force posture and
in future plans for U.S. nuclear weapon moderniza-
tion. Included in the President’s speech was a
directive to withdraw unilaterally all deployed
tactical nuclear systems at sea.12 These systems
consisted of nuclear-armed “Tomahawk” SLCMs
which can be deployed on surface ships or
submarines, nuclear depth charges, and nuclear
gravity bombs. Nuclear Tomahawks were ordered
removed from ships and transferred to secure storage
sites within the United States. The other nuclear
weapons were ordered stored, dismantled, or de-
stroyed (the age of the weapon is an important factor
in determining which particular option is chosen).

The President stated that he expected the Soviets
to respond to the U.S. initiative with in-kind
unilateral cuts. Approximately 1 week after the
President’s address, President Gorbachev announced
that the Soviet Union would also withdraw its
sea-based tactical nuclear weapons. Thus, through
unilateral declarations, both sides achieved a result
that would have been expected to be the culmination
of a lengthy arms negotiations and treaty ratification
process. However, mutual unilateral declarations are
not equivalent to a bilateral arms control treaty
because the latter imposes legal obligations on both
signatories. President Bush did not propose that the
Soviet Union and the United States agree to special
provisions to monitor compliance with their declara-
tions. In fact, as noted above, the administration had
previously declared its opposition to SLCM arms
control because of verification concerns.

President Bush’s directive calls for the with-
drawal of nuclear SLCMs from U.S. ships, not their
destruction or dismantlement. The Soviets have
indicated a similar plan for their nuclear SLCMs.
Both sides will therefore maintain a stockpile of
weapons that could be deployed to any platform
outfitted with SLCM launchers.13 In addition, al-
though each side is likely to reconsider its plans for
future SLCM acquisition, there are no legal con-
straints on the production and stockpiling of existing
types of nuclear SLCMs, or on the development of
new types of nuclear SLCMs. Should both sides
desire these limits, they could either choose to
engage in formal arms control negotiations or they
could again make unilateral declarations similar to
those announced for deployed weapons.

There are important differences between uni-
lateral declarations and bilateral arms control
agreements. Unilateral declarations, unless ac-
companied by side agreements, would not include
special monitoring provisions. For example, in
both the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF)
and START agreements, each side agreed to a
comprehensive set of data exchanges, weapon exhi-
bitions, verification demonstrations and inspections
(baseline, short-notice or’ ’quota, ’’continuousperimeter-
portal monitoring, closeout, and elimination).

President Bush’s directive also does not affect
deployments of conventionally armed SLCMs. In
many instances, these weapons share a similar
airframe and many components with their nuclear
SLCM counterparts.14 Conventional SLCMs had
been drawn into the debate over nuclear SLCM arms
control because of the potential for clandestine
production of nuclear SLCMs using conventional
SLCM components and because of the difficulty in
monitoring compliance with nuclear SLCM limits
without also limiting conventional SLCM produc-
tion and deployment.

12 Ufited wit,hdmw~ of U.S. nuclear SLCMS, especially from naval surface ships, had long been advocated by Wysts mnc- wi~ ~
possibility that incidents at sea could escalate to nuclear use. ‘lb some, unilateral actions also had the advantage that they would bypass the -WY
lengthy and cumbersome arms negotiation process. Not surprisingly, an administration and Navy opposed to constraining nuclear SLCMS in a formal
arms control treaty expressed no support publicly for these ideas. A surnrnmy of the advantages of proceeding unilaterally with SLCM arms control
(written before the President’s surprising announcements of September 1991) appears in Douglas M. Johnsto~ ‘The  Burden Lies in the Proof,”
Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute, September 1991, pp. 434S.

13 Vessek  in port could k load~  with SLCMS in times measured in hours; ships deployed at a in transit, or on tmining exercises might not w
available for days to weeks.

14 ~ is me  for-y of tie  Sotiet ~tiship  SLQ and for the U.S. ~-wk f~y of antiship @ ~d-~ck S~MS (& Soviet Union d~s
not deploy a conventional long-range, land-attack SLCM). Although conventional SLCMS are similar to nucl~ SLCMS, converting one type to another
is not possible without rework at the factory, unless sucha feature WM designed  apriort”. U.S. conventio~  SLCMS are not desi@ to allow conversion
to nuclear variants.
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Military Significance of Nuclear SLCMs

Modern SLCMs and their air- and ground-
launched counterparts bear little resemblance to
their larger, less accurate, and shorter range
predecessors that evolved from the German V-1
of World War II. Especially noteworthy is the
development of highly accurate, long-range, land-
attack SLCMs, nuclear variants of which were first
deployed on U.S. and Soviet ships in the mid- and
late- 1980s, respectively .15 The other type of nuclear
SLCM is the nuclear antiship SLCM, which does
not require the sophisticated terrain-following guid-
ance system found on land-attack weapons. An
overview of cruise missile characteristics and U.S.
and Soviet cruise missile programs is given in the
appendix.

Land-attack nuclear SLCMs account for only a
small fraction of total U.S and Soviet long-range
nuclear arsenals.l6 The importance of these weapons
to the strategic nuclear balance appears to be greatest
in the long-term, in part because of the possibility
that the United States and the Soviet Union may seek
mutual reductions in strategic offensive nuclear
weapons that greatly surpass those agreed to in
START.17 SLCMs are relatively inexpensive18

and in principle thousands of nuclear land-attack
SLCMs (and nuclear antiship SLCMs) could be
produced. However, a practical limit on the number
of nuclear SLCMs that can be deployed is placed by
the availability of launch platforms and launchers
not already dedicated to conventional missions.

The Debate Over SLCM Arms Control

Historically, the debate over nuclear SLCM arms
control focused on the role of nuclear SLCMs in
deterrence and their impact on “crisis stability.”19

This debate began in the 1980s when it became
evident that both the United States and the Soviet
Union would soon deploy highly accurate long-
range SLCMs capable of delivering a moderate-size
nuclear weapon to inland targets after flying radar-
eluding nap-of-the-Earth flight paths.

Some analysts had argued that deploying nuclear
weapons on untargetable platforms would enhance
deterrence. They also argued that the relatively slow
speed of a cruise missile, compared to a ballistic
missile, made it unsuitable for first-strike attacks and
therefore a stabilizing weapon.20 Others had disa-
greed, arguing that two-sided nuclear SLCM de-
ployments would prove to be of net disadvantage to
the United States. (These arguments are reviewed in
more detail below.) The importance of this historical
debate diminished when relations between the
United States and the Soviet Union improved. A
rational decision to risk nuclear war would occur
only under improbable circumstances. With the end
of the cold war and the demise of the Warsaw Pact,
these circumstances appear even less probable.

President Bush’s decision to remove unilaterally
all nuclear SLCMs from naval vessels may have
been influenced by debates about deterrence and
crisis stability, but more likely it was the direct result
of a growing concern with the control and prolifera-
tion of nuclear systems and their potential for
unauthorized, inadvertent, or accidental use. These
concerns had always been part of the debate on

15 U.S. and soviet antiShip SL~S beg~development ~ the 1950s, but the t~~ologi~ tit wo~d~e ~n&a~cksLcMs pmdkd  did not reach
maturity until the late 1970s. Early versions of nuclear land-attack SLCMS were large because they were, ineffec~ scaled-down airplanes and notoriously
inaccurate.

16 As noted in the preface to this S~, nuclear SLCMS are often referred to as tactical weapons, a class of weapons that includes short-range
systems such as battlefield weapons. However, because of their longer range (up to 3,000 km) and capability to execute high-accuracy strikes against
land taxgets, SLCMS are also considered in arms reduction talks for long-range strategic systems.

17 me Provisiom of we S~T ~~ include a tit on the n-r of w~he~s attributed to deployed  ktercontinenti  bdhtic missiles, deployed
Submarm“ e-launched ballistic missiles, and heavy (long-range) bombers.

18 ~cor~tothepentigon~s  cfise~ssile~oj=tofflce  the avwagerq~cement cost of~ues. ~nd-a~ck~d~&ship ~-w&TLAh&N,
TLAM-c, TLAM-D, and TASM—is about $1.3 million (this figure includes the increase for “Block Ill upgrades’ ’-the current replacement cost is
$1.2 million). (See appendix for defiition  and description of Tomahawk variants.)

19 First-tie cfisis  S@b@ r~ers t. the ~centive  for one side t. a~ck fiit wh~ it f~s ~ opponent is rwdying ~ attack. The objective Cif the
attack would be to limit damage; it could be directed either at an enemy’s forces (’ ‘counterforce attack”) and/or at the command centers and
communication networks that control the enemy’s forces. A stable condition exists when each side’s capability to deliver “unacceptable” retaliation
is not impaired by being struck first.

m Toachievetheirlong  r~ges, cwenflydeployed  ~d-a~ck SLCMS arepoweredbyhighly fuel-effkientminiature tibofme@es. ‘rhe*~
speed of a long-range SLCM of current design is in the high subsonic range, which is similar to that which can be achieved by a commercial airliner.
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nuclear SLCM arms control, but their importance
increased dramatically in the aftermath of the
attempted coup against Soviet President Gorbachev
in August 1991.

U.S. officials feared that Soviet breakaway repub-
lics, some of which had announced their intentions
to form their own armed forces, might renounce their
previously stated intention to allow Moscow to
retain control of nuclear weapons deployed in their
territory. U.S. concerns were particularly directed at
short-range ‘battlefield’ nuclear weapons, but naval
tactical nuclear weapons present similar, if perhaps
lessened, problems. The U.S. focus on the command
and control of Soviet tactical nuclear systems is
partly explained by noting that the Soviets had
already announced they were reviewing procedures
that control authority over “central’ strategic weap-
ons—intercontinental ballistic missiles and long-
range bombers. These forces are usually believed to
be easiest to control because they are relatively few
in number and because they are not dispersed
widely.

The President did not explain why tactical naval
nuclear weapons were included with battlefield
weapons in his call for mutual unilateral arms limits.
Some analysts have speculated that the longstanding
interest among Soviet leaders in limiting U.S.
nuclear SLCMs and other tactical naval nuclear
weapon deployments may have influenced President
Bush’s decision to include them in a package that
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney said would make

. . . the world’s arsenal of nuclear weapons signifi-
cantly smaller and the world safer, and . . . give the
Soviets the incentive they need to shift their country
away from the business of cranking out nuclear
weapons and toward the work of building democ-
racy. 21

Changes occurring in the former Soviet Union
may alter perceptions of the Soviet incentive to cheat
on arms control agreements and the likelihood that
“militarily significant’ violations could occur with-
out detection by the United States. For example,
events following the Soviet coup demonstrated that
violation of an agreement or a unilateral declaration
could face an increased risk of exposure from within

the military and from an increasingly independent
Soviet press. In addition, the development of new
parliamentary bodies, the emergence of independent
republics, the demise of the Communist Party, and
the greatly diminished influence of the KGB in
Soviet affairs are factors that may reduce the
incentive for cheating. It also appears that massive
budget shortfalls and the necessity to secure Western
economic assistance (which may be tied to reduced
military expenditures or specific arms reductions)
have forced Soviet leaders to make substantial cuts
in at least some military programs.

THE MILITARY ROLES OF U.S.
AND SOVIET SLCMs

The rest of this summary is divided into sections
that discuss the military utility of nuclear and
conventional SLCMs as well as arms control moni-
toring options and methods. As noted above, con-
ventional SLCMs were drawn into the debate over
limitations for nuclear SLCMs because of their
potential use in a clandestine program to produce
nuclear SLCMs.

The net security benefit to the United States of
limiting nuclear SLCMs through arms control would
depend on the advantages of limiting Soviet SLCMs,
the disadvantages of comparable limits on U.S.
SLCMs, and the consequences of potential viola-
tions of these limits.

Limiting U.S. SLCMs:
What Might the United States Sacrifice?

In the past, U.S. officials opposed to limits on
Navy nuclear SLCMs argued that U.S. nuclear
SLCMS:22

augmented the nuclear reserve and thereby
enhanced the nuclear deterrent;
complicated the Soviet defense problem be-
cause nuclear SLCMs could be deployed on
many untargetable platforms;
were stabilizing weapons because they could
not be targeted in a Soviet first-strike and were
not suitable for a U.S. first-strike;

21 Secre~ofDefeme Dick meney, quoted in “Excerpts From Briefing at Pentagon: ‘It Will Make the World a Stie plaCe’ “ The New York Times,
Sept. 29, 1991, p. A-10.

22 See Linton Brooks, “NUCIWSLCMS Add to Deterrence and Security,” Znternutionui  Secun”~,  vol. 13, No. 3, winter 1988/89, pp. 169-174  This
article was written wbenNavy Capt. Brooks was the Director of Arms Control on the National Security Staff. He was appointed acting head of the U.S.
START delegation in June 1991 following the resignation of Ambassador Richard Burt.
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Figure l—Tomahawk Mission Profiles Permit Standoff Strike
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SOURCE: Department of Defense.

along with 527 antiship Tomahawks and 975 con-
ventional land-attack Tomahawks.29

Limiting Soviet SLCMs:
What Might the United States Have Gained?

The Soviets might have used their SLCMs to:

●

●

●

attack U.S. Naval vessels, especially aircraft-
carrier battle groups;
serve as reserve weapons for the main Soviet
strategic nuclear force;30

act as the leading edge of a frost-strike attack
intended to weaken U.S. retaliation in a strate-
gic nuclear war;
serve as major counterforce weapons against
U.S. missile silos and bomber bases;

attack strategic targets in Europe or the Far
East; and
project power against minor powers and in the
third world.

Antiship missions may require several hundred
antiship SLCMs (not necessarily nuclear) to be
distributed across many platforms. Historically, the
Soviet Union devoted a considerable effort to this
mission, as demonstrated by their development and
deployment of dedicated SLCM-carrying subma-
rines. To date, it appears that a similar effort to
develop land-attack capabilities has not been made.

Even after START reductions, hundreds or thou-
sands of nuclear land-attack weapons would be
necessary to make a significant contribution to

 Public    Office, Cruise Missiles Project and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Joint      
these figures were issued prior to the onset of Desert Storm.

       Department of Energy’s  of      
mission for Soviet long-range nuclear  Dennis M. ‘‘How  Think About  Limits on Nuclear-Armed SLCMS,” Arms
Control, vol. 10, No. 3, December 1989, pp. 289-299.
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Figure 2—Tomahawk Launch Sequence From Submerged Submarine

n Cruise altitude and speed
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SOURCE: Department of Defense.

         

strategic reserve, the second mission. The third
mission-leading-edge attack-would be a small
surprise attack that might target key U.S. command,
control, and communication facilities, potentially
delaying or blunting U.S. response to a larger
follow-on nuclear attack. Many military analysts
question the plausibility of this scenario. The
leading-edge attack is a relatively high-risk attack
that would require near-perfect surprise and near-
perfect timing and coordination for success (see
below). Currently, SLCMs carry a single warhead.
Hundreds or thousands of land-attack SLCMs would
therefore be necessary to mount a major counter-
force attack, the fourth possible mission (assuming
that these weapons had the requisite combination of
accuracy and yield to be capable of destroying
hardened targets).

For missions such as power projection, the Soviet
Union might have wanted to develop a long-range,
conventional land-attack capability. The current
lack of such a capability could reflect historical
emphasis on deploying SLCMs for antiship roles
(mostly to counter U.S. naval forces), or it could

reflect problems in developing a guidance system
with sufficient accuracy to make target destruction
by conventional (versus nuclear) attack possible.
The United States was able to develop a “terminal”
guidance system for SLCMs by drawing on ad-
vances in computing and microelectronics, areas in
which the Soviet technology base is relatively weak.
On the other hand, it is possible that the effective use
of conventional land-attack Tomahawk SLCMs by
the United States in the 1991 Gulf War could spur
interest in the development of a similar weapon by
the others.

In Summary, many analysts saw the greatest
potential cost to the United States of limiting nuclear
SLCMs as the possibility that arms control arrange-
ments might also limit conventional SLCMs. (Al-
though some officials were adamant in their argu-
ment that nuclear SLCMs were too important to the
United States to be traded away.) The greatest threat
from Soviet SLCMs in the short-term appears to be
from antiship weapons. However, in the long-term,
the greatest threat might come from land-attack
SLCMs.
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Figure 3-Total Planned/Current Tomahawk-Capable Platforms a

USN Surface ships

Planned Current
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2 2

Guided missile
cruiser

22 I 12

DD Destroyer

31 16
I I

I I
DDG Guided missile
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39* o

USN Submarines
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SSN-637 Surgeon
class

24

SSN-688 Los Angeles
class

Current

20

I SSN-21 Seawolf

Total submarine ❑(approximate) 90* 55

*Total number of tomahawk capable submarines
to be approximately 90 based on commissionings/
decommmissionings.

Total surface ship ❑99 35

● Projected

● Total number of Tomahawk  submarines to be approximately 90 based on 
          1991.   have        production
may cease after the second or  submarines.

SOURCE: Cruise Missile Project Office.

Asymmetries in U.S. and Soviet SLCM Forces the Soviet Union’s more numerous SLCMs have

The differing missions of the U.S. and Soviet
ranges below 600 km. These weapons are thought to
be designated for antiship missions and they are

navies31 and the historical advantage of the United deployed on a variety of surface ships and dedicated
States in cruise missile technologies are reflected in
the characteristics of currently deployed SLCM

cruise missile submarines (SSGs). Most have also
been designed to allow deployment with either a

forces. These asymmetries complicate prospective
SLCM arms control measures. For example, the

conventional or a nuclear warhead.

United States deploys only one SLCM with a range Asymmetries also exist in long-range SLCM
below 600 km, the conventionally armed antiship programs. Although both nations deployed long-
Harpoon (range 110 km). In contrast, nearly all of range nuclear-armed land-attack SLCMs, the Soviet

31  t.               to  the   

 forces by the unprecedented Soviet buildup over the past 20  and their development of  weapons and tactics.” Adm.  also
stated tbat because the United States is a maritime  with global overseas commitments and strong multilateral and bilateral cooperative agreements
with maritime allies, the U.S. Navy requires “capable, ready, forward deployed naval forces-forces that can operate in international waters, uninhibited
by unrealistic restrictions on movement.”Adm. Carlisle   USN, Senate Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Projection  and
Regional Defense, Approaches  Naval Arm Control, S. Hrg. 101-1002, May 8, 11, 1990.
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program lagged that of the United States. In addition
to a possible numerical advantage, the United States
can disperse its nuclear SLCMs on both surface
ships and nuclear attack submarines. In contrast, the
Soviet Union deployed its nuclear land-attack SLCMs
only on a few submarines.32

During the START negotiations, President Bush
committed the United States to seek mutually
acceptable and effective methods of verification for
SLCM limitations. However, neither he nor other
members of the Administration specified the types
of SLCM limitations that would be acceptable to the
United States. In fact, since some officials opposed
SLCM limits of any kind, finding an acceptable
means of verification for SLCMs was only a
necessary prerequisite for consideration of a SLCM
treaty.

This summary presents several hypothetical arms
control options for SLCMs — including their
potential costs, risks, and benefits -contained in the
OTA report delivered to Congress in July 1991.
However, it does not provide a judgment on the
desirability of any particular option. As its baseline
analysis, this report surveys the possible ways to
monitor compliance with a treaty that would ban the
production, deployment, or storage of nuclear SLCMs
of any range. All conventional SLCMs, stored or
deployed, that might plausibly be converted into
nuclear SLCMs might also be accounted for in this
treaty option. Possible ways of monitoring compli-
ance with this hypothetical treaty account for the
bulk of thiS Summary. This report also briefly
examines the monitoring implications of less com-
prehensive SLCM arms control arrangements.

MONITORING METHODS AND
PROBLEMS

Introduction

Opportunities to monitor SLCMs exist at several
stages in their production, test, deployment, and
maintenance “lifecycle.” Employment of increas-
ingly intrusive inspections and monitoring tech-
niques at each stage might yield improvements in the

United States’ overall confidence that a restricted
activity was not occurring. However, monitoring
limitations on nuclear-armed SLCMs is likely to
present a substantially more difficult task than
monitoring limitations on ballistic missiles or
strategic bombers. There is likely to be continu-
ing uncertainty in the U.S. assessment of the
number of Soviet nuclear SLCMs produced and,
to a lesser extent, the number of SLCMs de-
ployed. 33 Negotiated measures to enhance verifi-
cation could reduce, but not eliminate, these
uncertainties. For those in favor of limiting SLCMs
through formal arms control agreements, the chal-
lenge will be to find a combination of measures (i.e.,
a monitoring regime) that will be able to deter
(detect) “significant” cheating without imposing
too much of a burden on the United States. Below is
described the range of measures from which such a
regime might draw.

National Technical Means

Historically, the United States has placed great
reliance on NTM to monitor Soviet compliance with
treaty limits on ballistic missiles and bombers.
However, OTA believes NTM is limited in its
capability to monitor many of the steps in the cruise
missile production-to-deployment Iifecycle.

The Soviet SLCM Iifecycle would be difficult to
monitor with NTM for several reasons. SLCMs are
small and production or assembly facilities may be
indistinguishable from other light industry. Trans-
portation of SLCM components, or even a fully
assembled weapon, does not require road or rail
vehicles of distinctive size or shape. SLCM tests
could occur at clandestine sites or at times when
NTM assets are not on station. In addition, tests
could be conducted at less than full range, or at full
range in racetrack patterns, that might be hard to
detect with overhead systems. Static engine tests
could occur indoors and thus also escape detection
by overhead systems. Finally, the Soviet Union is
under no legal obligation to allow the United States
to receive telemetry data from cruise-missile tests.34

32 The o~y  ~en~y deploy~  long-range Soviet SLCM is the nuclear-armed land-attack SS-N-21.

33 Revolutio~ c~ges~derway  in tie former Soviet Union might alter this evaluation. For example, with the Mting Of Stite controls  on the Press
and other information sources, it is likely that the United States will have more knowledge of all Soviet military programs, including SLCMS.

~ D- the ST~Tnegotiatiom,  the IJfited Stites did not favor a ban on data denial for cruise missile tests. This k in Contrast to the bn On denial
of telemetry from ballistic missile tests to which both sides agreed.

297-921 0 - 92 - 2
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The Limitations of Onsite Inspections

The INF and START agreements use onsite
inspections to supplement NTM. However, the
utility of onsite inspection in monitoring SLCMs
would be limited by the greater ease of establishing
clandestine production or storage facilities. Moni-
toring SLCM deployments during shipboard inspec-
tions is another possibility, but, as discussed below,
U.S. officials believe it would be highly intrusive.
The value of shipboard inspections in an arms
control monitoring regime is also disputed by those
analysts who focus on the potential for clandestinely
produced SLCMs to be hidden and subsequently
dispersed in a crisis. Shipboard inspections could
not prevent this ‘breakout’ scenario, but they could
assist the United States in monitoring day-to-day
SLCM deployments.

Suspect-Site Inspections

“Anywhere-anytime” suspect-site inspections might
make it more difficult for the Soviets to cheat on a
SLCM arms accord, but they would impose financial
and other costs on the United States because of the
reciprocal inspection rights that would be given to
the Soviet Union. Furthermore, to restrict Soviet
access to sensitive U.S. facilities, suspect-site in-
spections would likely be accompanied by a limited
right of refusal. This would reduce the effectiveness
of suspect-site inspections.

Many analysts are convinced that the Soviet
Union would never allow U.S. inspectors to confirm
a violation, even if suspect-site inspections were not
limited. In practice, at least several hours would pass
before inspectors would reach a suspect-site. During
this time, evidence of certain types of violations
(e.g., illegal storage) might be hidden. U.S. NTM
assets are not available continuously; therefore, the
United States might not be aware of unusual activity
at a suspect-site prior to an inspection (the United
States could, however, try to time its suspect-site
inspection to coincide with the availability of NTM
assets). Inspectors traveling to a suspect-site might
be also delayed by their hosts in a way that would be

difficult to establish as a deliberate attempt at
deception. For example, inspectors might be in-
formed of an unexpected “problem” in the mechan-
ical condition of their air or ground transports. The
chance of actually uncovering illegal production
or storage of treaty-limited SLCMs in a suspect-
site inspection would therefore be small.35 Never-
theless, some analysts believe that suspect-site
inspections can act as a deterrent to cheating at
undeclared sites.

A Problem in Monitoring SLCMs:
The Absence of Choke Points

The INF treaty included a ban on intermediate-
range ballistic missiles, most notably the Soviet
SS-20. Monitoring compliance with this ban was
eased by the existence of bottlenecks or “choke
points” in the production-to-deployment path of the
missile. Choke points are facilities that cannot be
easily bypassed. For ballistic missile production, an
example is the plant where first-stage rocket motors
are mated to upper missile stages (the “final missile
assembly facility’ ‘).36 There is no equivalent moni-
toring choke point for a SLCM, therefore, OTA
believes that the path of a SLCM from produc-
tion to deployment does not require any test, or
include any facility, that could not be circum-
vented by a determined cheater. In addition, a
determined adversary could conceal the signatures
now associated with the safety and security of
nuclear warheads movement and storage.

The few facilities where nuclear warheads are
attached to SLCM airframes might appear to be a
choke point in the nuclear SLCM logistics path.
However, a determined cheater could arrange for
warhead attachment to occur in any number of
clandestine facilities. These could be located at
military bases, or even at civilian industrial sites.
The principal barrier to cheating, other than the risk
of exposure, would be the potential loss in nuclear
weapon control and (possibly) an increased safety
hazard.

35 ~eproble~ experienc~bytrainedu nited Nations inspectors charged with monitoring destruction of Iraqi weapons Of maSs destictionfollowins
the Gulf War illustrates the limitations of suspect-site inspections. It is notable that these problems occurred in a mtion that had been defeated in a war
(and therefore had limited means to thwart inspections) and that was being threatened with reprisals for noncompliance.

36 Note that some missfies, notably the U.S.  Peawkeeper,  are assembled in their silos and not in separate assembly facilities. The Soviet  w missile
assembly plant in Votkinsk is the site for fti assembly of the SS-20 intermediate-range ballistic missile (banned by IN?’) and the SS-25
intercontinental-range ballistic missile (allowed by INF). The United States chose to exercise its INF treaty right for onsite monitoring at Votkinsk. The
Soviets setup their monitoring station around the U.S. site in Magn& U@ that formerly produced the first-stage, solid-rocket motor of the twaty-limited
Pershing II.
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Another problem in monitoring SLCMs at war-
head attachment facilities is the intrusiveness of the
inspection process. Historically, U.S. and Soviet
arms control treaties have granted each side recipro-
cal monitoring rights. Thus, a treaty provision that
allowed the United States access to a warhead
attachment facility in the Soviet Union would also
allow Soviet access to a U.S. facility. Currently, the
United States attaches nuclear warheads to Toma-
hawk cruise missile airframes within naval weapon-
handling areas. OTA estimates that the potential for
compromise of sensitive intelligence and the disrup-
tion of normal operations would be greater at these
sites, than, for example, at the INF-allowed Soviet
perimeter-portal monitoring site at Magna, Utah. In
general, inspection procedures become much more
intrusive as the size of a treaty-limited item de-
creases.

The INF treaty included a ban on ground-
launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) with ranges
between 500 and 5,500 km (thus, in effect, banning
all U.S. and Soviet GLCMs deployed or in develop-
ment). 37 Although there is no choke point for
GLCM production, monitoring was greatly eased
by the INF Treaty ban on both conventional and
nuclear GLCMs and on the elimination of all
GLCM launchers.38 In contrast, an arms control
treaty for nuclear SLCMs would most likely allow
conventional SLCMs and their launchers to remain
unconstrained. As noted above, the United States
has been adamant in its opposition to treaty-imposed
limits on conventionally armed SLCMs because
these weapons now have essential roles in land-
attack and antiship missions.

A SLCM treaty that allowed conventional SLCMs
would preserve much of the ‘infrastructure” neces-
sary to produce nuclear SLCMs. Nuclear SLCMs
differ from conventional SLCMs mostly in the front
end of the missile, where the warhead and guidance
system are housed. Another potential source of
SLCM components, including guidance system,
propulsion system, and possibly nuclear warheads,
would be nuclear air-launched cruise missiles
(ALCMs).

The START treaty does not contain provisions
that limit or account for the number of nondeployed
ALCMS.39 It also does not control the production of
nuclear warheads. Many of the Soviet antiship
SLCMs, including modem weapons such as the
SS-N-12 and SS-N-19, are “dual-capable,” that is,
they can be deployed with either a conventional or
a nuclear warhead. A covert conversion from a
conventional variant to a nuclear variant would be
especially simple in these weapons. However, the
Soviet Union developed only a nuclear variant for its
sole long-range SLCM, the land-attack SS-N-21.
This might make covert production of SS-N-21s
relatively more difficult.

On-Site Monitoring and the NCND Policy

On-board inspection of ships is a key element in
many prospective SLCM arms control monitoring
schemes. The U.S. Navy had opposed shipboard
inspections, partly because the practice would have
compromise their longstanding policy of neither
confirming nor denying (NCND) the presence of
nuclear weapons. The purposes of the NCND policy
include having the freedom to navigate waters
declared nuclear-weapon-free zones, unrestricted
port calls abroad, and a reduced threat from terror-

37 Nuclw and ~onventio~ gr~~d.~~ched  cruise missiles  ~d &eir la~chers  were b~ed by he INF Treaty. The INF treaty entered into fOrCe

on June 1, 1988. The treaty calls for the elimination over a 3-year period of all ground-launched nuclear force missiles, including cruise missiles, in the
500-5,500 km range. The treaty also bans new production of these systems. U.S. missiles captured under INF limits are the Pealing II and Pershing
IA ballistic missiles and the l’bmahawk ground-launched cruise missile (GLCM). Soviet systems affected by the Treaty include the SS-20 and SS4
intermediate-range ballistic missiles, shorter-range SS-12 and SS-23 ballistic missiles, and the SSC-X-4 GLCM which was never deployed.

38 U.S. judgments aboutmonitoringr@ements  my alSO have been irdluencedby the fact that SOViet  GLCMSPOSd no ~eatto  ~eu.s. -~d.

39 Nondeploy~ ~-la~ch~ ~se ~siles (M-) ~e not constr~ed by tie S~T ~aty, but there is a prohibition on the storage of ALCMS
at bomber bases declared to be non-ALCM heavy bomber bases (for example, the B-lB  bomber base at Grand Forks MB, North Dakota). Deployed
systems are treaty accountable and their numbers will count using an attribution rule against ST~T’s 6,000 warhead ceiling.

Only nuclear-armed ALCMs with a range in excess of 600 knL long-range nuclear ALCM (LRNA), will be accountable under ST=T.  For pwposes
of counting against the 6,000 warhead limi~ accountable warheads will be attributed to heavy bombers equipped for LRNA as follows: each current and
future U.S. heavy bomber equipped for LRNA will count as 10 warheads but may actually be equipped for up to 20 LRN& (except as noted below).
Each current and future Soviet heavy bomber equipped for LRNA will count as 8 warheads but may actually be equipped for up to 16 LRNA, (except
as noted below).

The United States may apply the above counting rule to 150 heavy bombers equipped for LRNA; the Soviet Union may apply the above counting
mle to 180 heavy bombers equipped for LRNA. For heavy bombers equipped for LRNA in excess of these levels, the number of attributable warheads
will be the number of LRNA for which the bombers are actually equipped. Each heavy bomber equipped only for nuclear weapons other than LRNA
(i.e., only for gravity bombs and short-range attack missiles) will count as 1 warhead under the 6,000 limit.
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ists. As a result of President Bush’s order to
withdraw all tactical nuclear weapons from naval
vessels, only U.S. strategic missile submarines
(SSBNs) will carry nuclear weapons, and the
NCND policy is effectively nullified.40 However,
the Navy also opposed shipboard inspections be-
cause of a concern that ship vulnerabilities, damage
control methods, quieting techniques (especially
important on submarines), and the distribution of
different types of offensive and defensive weapons
would be disclosed.

Proponents of SLCM arms control differed sharply
with these views. Some analysts believed that the
importance of the NCND policy was overstated.
Others, believing that adherence to the NCND
policy led to a‘ ‘crisis with New Zealand and friction
with Australia, China, and Denmark,”41 suggested
that the United States would benefit from a complete
abandonment of the NCND policy .42 President
Bush’s order to remove tactical nuclear weapons
from naval vessels should end this controversy.

SLCM arms control proponents also believed that
fears of intelligence losses during shipboard inspec-
tions were exaggerated. They noted, for example,
that the United States agreed to intrusive monitoring
provisions for START verification.43 In addition,
both sides agreed to measures to minimize the
potential for disclosure of sensitive information
during these inspections.44

Tags and Seals

A “tag” is a nonreplicable identification marker
that could be used to identify a specific treaty-
limited item (TLI) as legal or illegal under treaty
provisions. A seal maybe used to attach a tag to a
TLI in such a way that any attempt to remove it
would be detectable. Seals could also be used
independently of tags to produce tamper-proof

enclosures. Tags and seals are often proposed for
application to SLCM monitoring, but they are a
relatively immature technology and their incor-
poration in arms control monitoring of SLCMs
faces numerous practical problems. START ne-
gotiators considered, but later rejected, proposals to
use tag and seal technologies to assist in monitoring
of mobile ballistic missiles.

To date, only the reflective particle tag (“glitter
paint”) is fully developed and subject to adversary
analysis (“Red Teamed”). Seals appropriate for
cruise missile canisters are still in early stages of
development. Incorporating tags or seals in apracti-
cal monitoring regime requires agreement on opera-
tional issues such as: where and how devices are to
be affixed, where and how they are to be inspected,
and how to minimize Soviet opportunities for
collecting intelligence during inspection.

Monitoring SLCMs at Special Verification
Facilities

This report’s primary case study is of a hypotheti-
cal arms treaty banning the production, deployment,
and storage of nuclear SLCMs of all ranges. A
notional regime to monitor compliance with this
agreement would begin by verifying through onsite
inspection that existing stockpiles of SLCMs are
legal (non-nuclear). Both sides might wish to avoid
the potential disruption and intelligence losses that
could occur if inspections are allowed at contractor
sites or naval weapon handling facilities. This argues
for the creation of special verification facilities
(SVFs) located onshore.

A treaty barming all nuclear SLCMs might
simplify inspection procedures needed at an SVF
because neither side would fear that intrusive
inspection could reveal nuclear warhead design or

@ Some might rogue that the Navy would want to retain the NCND policy as part of a contingency to rei.U@OdUCe tactical wapons some time in the
future. However, the logic of this position is contorted, as the Navy could not simultaneously refuse to confii or deny the presence of nuclear weapons
and be in compliance with a Presidential directive (issued through the Secretary of Defense) to remove these weapons.

41 New~nd breed po~ of ~ by U.S. ships tit might ~ cqing nucl~ w~pom ad withdrew  from a U.s.-bcked @~ d.hiillCe  hl the

qion. President Bush’s direztive to remove tactical nuclear weapons from mval ships has led New Zealand to take prelimimuy steps to rescind these
policies. See Smim  op. cit., foomote 24, p. A40.

42 Wc&l C. mm “Vefilcation  of Nav~ Nuclear Weapons: A Red Herring?” Naval Forces, vol. 11, No. 6, 1990, pp. 8-14.

43 ~~e include auowing Soviet  xtors at U.S. missile and submarine bases to count the number of wmhds on -- ~d su~“ -based
ballistic missiles. Soviet inspectors will also be allowed at certain bomber bases. For example, onsite inspection of bombers, weapon storage areas, and
maintenance facilities will be permitted at non-ALCM heavy bomber bases to confirm the absence of bombers equipped for cruise missiles and the
absence of ALCMS.

44 For e~ple, reentry vehicles and weapons in storage and maintenance areas wiU be Shroudti during inswtion
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specific weapon vulnerabilities.45 The establishment
of special inspection facilities would require a
complementary program of inspections of SLCM
platforms to insure that all deployed SLCMs had
passed through the inspection facility. If SLCM
tag/seals were developed, they might be applied in
the SVF and read during shipboard inspections (tags
could be read at loading and unloading facilities or
when they cycled through maintenance facilities, but
this would allow a determined cheater to elude
detection). SLCMs stored and fired from canisters
could have a tamper-revealing seal attached to the
canister instead of on the missile itself. Candidate
seals include fiber-optic nets, which are discussed in
the previously cited OTA report on verification
technologies for START. It may be possible to
design these nets so as not to interfere or prevent
SLCM launch while providing a means to verify that
the warhead section of the cruise missile has not
been tampered with.

Radiation Detectors

The characteristic signatures of nuclear material
can be used to distinguish between conventional and
nuclear SLCMs (in effect, these signatures are
‘‘intrinsic’ tags).% All nuclear weapons contain
several kilograms of either uranium-235, a rare (0.7
percent) isotope of natural uranium, or plutonium-
239, an element, not found in nature, produced in
quantity in nuclear reactors by reaction with uranium-
238. These elements can sustain the nuclear chain
reactions essential to create either a fission nuclear
weapon or a thermonuclear weapon (which uses a
fission weapon to trigger nuclear fusion).

Isotopes of plutonium and uranium undergo
spontaneous fission to lighter and more stable
elements. Energy released during fission decay is
emitted in the form of particles and radiation, mostly
neutrons and gamma-rays. The presence of U-235,
Pu-239, or other nuclear material (e.g., U-238) likely
to be present in a nuclear SLCM could be detected
by monitoring these emissions. Alternatively, the
presence of nuclear material could be inferred by
observing the attenuation of an x-ray or garoma-ray
beam as it passed through dense nuclear material, or
by detecting emissions from fissions induced by
passing a beam of neutrons or garoma-rays through
the warhead. (See figure 4.)

Radiation detection techniques that require an
external source of radiation are referred to as
“active,’ while techniques that monitor only intrin-
sic emissions are “passive.’ Passive techniques are
generally less complex and require less cooperation
from the inspected party than do active techniques.
Small, portable passive detectors have been pro-
posed for shipboard inspections. There are many
possible ways to detect nuclear material with active
techniques. 47 However, in general, these techniques

appear more appropriate for onshore inspection.

An inspector searching for nuclear material with
passive radiation devices would attempt to distin-
guish intrinsic radiation from background radia-
tion. 48 To detect a SLCM in a launcher would also
require detecting nuclear material through the SLCM
canister (if canisterized) and launch tube. SLCMs
stored below the deck of a ship would be shielded by
the ship’s layers of steel (steel is approximately half

45 ~n=eSW, .semitive fio-tionre~ted t. the ~p=ationof conventio~  SLC~ could ~o ~ pmt~t~o  For e~ple, iIISpCCtiOnS  could use Ody

passive radiation detectors, which detect only emitted radiation. Alternatively, negotiators could agree to limits on the capabilities of active sensors.
“CARGO-SCAN” is anx-ray device that is employed by the United States at the portal to the Soviet final rocket assembly plant at Votkinsk. It produces
an x-ray shadowgra.m that allows inspectors to detect the small differences in length and diameter that distinguish a INF treaty-limited SS-20 from an
allowed SS-25 (both missiles leave the plant enclosed in an opaque canister). However, the operation of CARGO-SCAN and the portion of a missile
canister that is allowed to be inspected is carefully controlled (the central portion is not imaged) to prevent potentially sensitive information ilium being
revealed.

~ Three is tie~y a pr~dent for the use of radiation detectors in arms control treaty monitorin& The INF Treaty SllOWS the United S@tes to tie
benchmarkmeasurements of neutron emissions on Soviet SS-20 and SS-25 missiles, which are then used as the basis for comparing measurements taken
during subsequent inspections. The neutron measurements allow the United States to verify that only single-warhead missiles (characteristic of SS-25
ICBMS),  and not @atY-banned three-warhead SS-20s, are present at former SS-20 bases.

47 For example, garoma-ray radiography would monitor the attenuation of a collimated beam of garoma-rays as it passed through various parts of a
cruise missile warhead. Fissile  materials are strong absorbers of both low- and high-energy gamma- rays. Intense and energetic beams of gamma-rays
could begeneratedby  accelerator techniques; less intense and less energetic sources could be derived from naturally Occumingradioisotopes.  Gamma-ray
radiography appeam to offer a deftitive  check on the presence of fissile material in current cruise missile designs.

4s On a ship, SmW souuxs  of backgrowd  radiation could come from nuclear weapons, nuclear propulsion units, an.ummitioncontaining “deplet~”
uranium (i.e., uranium left over fmm the enriching process that concentrates U-235— use of such high-density material increases the penetrativity  of
the ammunition), and naturally occurring trace radioisotopes. The intrinsic radiation from a nuclear warhead will be attenuated by its passage tbrough
intervening materials that include chemical high-explosive, fuel, warhead casing, and missile skin.
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Figure 4-Gamma Transmission Through Simulated Conventional and Nuclear Cruise Missiles
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as effective in shielding gamma-rays as lead, a very
strong absorber of gammas).

An experiment sponsored by the Natural Re-
source Defense Council employed high-resolution

gammma-ray spectrometers49 to detect a nuclear
SLCM aboard the Soviet cruiser Slava. Experiment-
ers had little difficulty in detecting intense gamma
radiation from the decay of uranium-235 andplutonium-
239 and concluded that these emissions could have

been detected through the launch tube at a distance
of 4 to 5 meters. In addition to detection, an analysis
of the data also allowed researchers to glean some
information about warhead composition and basic
design.5o

The results of the NRDC experiment were ex-
pected-researchers had little doubt that a sensitive

gamma-ray spectrometer would be able to detect the
presence of an unshielded nuclear warhead. The

   plutonium isotopes emit high-energy garoma-rays at specific energies as they radioactively decay. A high-resolution gamma-ray
spectrometer is a device that allows the measurement of garoma-ray energy and intensity with great precision.

 Steve Fetter, et al.,“Measurements of GammaRays from a Soviet Cruise Missile,“ in Frank von  and Roald Z.   Reversing
the  How to Achieve and  Deep Reductions in the Nuclear Arsenals (New  NY: Gordon and  1990). Note that disclosure
of nuclear design information would not be a concern in a treaty regime that  all nuclear SLCMS; such disclosure would merely add to the risk
of cheating.
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practicality of incorporating garoma detectors, or
other radiation detectors, in an arms control monitor-
ing regime that includes shipboard inspections rests
on a number of issues outside the scope of the Slava
experiment.

For example, could a determined cheater design a
warhead with a reduced signature?51 Would a
determined cheater be able to hide nuclear warheads
or insertable nuclear components below deck and
convert conventional SLCMs to nuclear variants
after an inspection?52 Would a concerted search by
inspectors be acceptable to both sides? Would it
even be possible for both sides to agree on the use of
intrusive radiation detection technologies? Would
less intrusive radiation detectors be useful?53 An
important practical problem in negotiating the use of
such devices is that both sides must be convinced the
instruments employed could not gather sensitive
data covertly (assuming other “legal” nuclear
weapons were onboard).54

Evasion Scenarios

“Evasion scenarios” are potential ways to cir-
cumvent or cheat on the provisions of a nuclear
SLCM arms control agreement. The United States
might discover evidence of cheating through its
national technical means; through human intelli-
gence; or through fortuitous discovery; for example,
evidence provided by a defector.55

An adversary analysis can produce a seemingly
endless assortment of ideas for cheating (or legal

circumvention), measures that might deter these
evasion paths, and countermeasures to these meas-
ures. Judgments about the plausibility of a particular
cheating scenario are subjective, as analysts will
disagree on the ‘penalty’ of trying to incorporate an
illegal force with a legal force, the probability and
consequences of detecting a violation, and the
effects of the changing U.S.-Soviet security relation-
ship.

Although a SLCM arms control verification
regime could not prevent violations, it might act
as a deterrent by making cheating more risky or
expensive. An important objective of an arms
control verification regime would be to make
preparations for militarily significant violations
difficult to conceal. Baseline inspections, exchanges
of information, and monitoring of declared facilities
might aid in this objective, in part because they
would force cheating to occur at clandestine facili-
ties. However, they could not prevent a determined
cheater from producing and stockpiling at least
small numbers of illegal weapons.

A concern among some analysts is the possibility
of a SLCM “breakout,” the rapid deployment of
many SLCMs from onshore stockpiles to SLCM-
capable vessels. No arms control treaty can prevent
breakout. However, a treaty’s monitoring and data
exchange provisions might increase the likelihood
of detecting preparations for breakout. In addition,
some treaties might reduce breakout “potential.”
For example, a limit on the number of SLCM-

51 One evmion  sce~o would be for a cheater to design a single-stage warhead composed only of highly enriched wtium (U-235); this w~h~d’s
aroma-ray emissions would be less energetic and therefore more difllcult to detect. Evasion might be more difficult if inspectors combined neutron13

detection with gammadetection. Neutrons are more difficult to shield than gamma- rays and the neutron background intensity usually varies less than
the gamma background. Furthermore, neutron shields are not very effective for gamma-rays, even at low energies. Sources: Briefiis to OTA, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Aug. 17-18, 1989 and Briefings to OTA Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Nov. 30, 1989. A detailed technical analysis
for this and other evasion schemes appears in Steve Fetter et al., “Detecting Nuclear Weapons,” op. cit., footnote 50.

52 Swfig of the det~tor by Placfig shiel~g  within the cmise  missile is not thought to be plausible because it wotid make the missfle  too hea~

to fly. Spoofing might be possible by placing shielding in the cruise missile’s shipping container, launch canister (for SLCMS that are canisterized), or
launch tube. To deter this evasion scenario, a monitoring regime could specify procedures to allow random inspation of a sample of SLCMS that had
been removed from their containers, canisters, or launch tubes. If developed, tamper-revealing seals might also fmd application in defeating evasion
schemes that use shielding (see discussion in text),

53 For example, kss in~sive passive radiation detectors include gamma-ray detectors that are restricted in the energies they Can detect, or gamma

detectors altered in such a way as to restrict their spatial resolution (i.e., deliberately “blurring” the image).

~ For example, it is Possible to use “coded apertures” (complex versions of pinhole  -CHiS) to make ag aroma-ray camera that would have a limited
spatial resolution. An advantage of this device is that the highest spatial resolution of the camera is limited in an unambiguous way for a particular set
of apertures. Other ideas for limiting the resolution of imaging systems envision the use of special software image processing programs. However, even
with safeguards, there is a concern that a cheater could embed a program in computer memory and use it to reconstruct higher resolution data. Briell.ng
to OT& I-m Alamos National Laboratory, 1989. The resolution of gamma- ray imagers is discussed in Ven~cation  Technologies (U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Arms Control, Jan./Feb. 1990), pp. 10-11.

55 ~ emple of the ~P~ce of fortuitous discovery is seen in revelations made in the summer of 1991 of an Iraqi program to produce highly
enriched uranium. According to press reports, one source of evidence for such a program cu-ne from hostages released from captivity inrraq in the winter
of 1990. An analysis of the clothes of some of the hostages found evidence (from embedded particles) that suggested they had been held near a uranium
enrichment facility. Later, an Iraqi defector confirmed the existence of a clandestine program to produce enriched uranium.
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capable platforms, or the number of SLCM launch-
ers, might limit the utility of very large covert
stockpiles of nuclear SLCMs in a breakout scenario.
The benefits and drawbacks of this approach are
discussed later.

A Worst-Case Cheating Scenario: SLCMs and
the Leading-Edge Attack56

Some analysts argue that even a few tens of
nuclear land-attack SLCMs could pose an important
military threat because of the possibility that they
could be used in a surprise attack on key elements of
the U.S. strategic command, control, and communi-
cations network. The United States has not devel-
oped or deployed an air defense system specifically
designed to detect the current generation of Soviet
land-attack cruise missiles. Next-generation weap-
ons would be even harder to detect if they incorpo-
rated stealth technology. Moreover, the launch
platforms for these weapons would include very
quiet submarines.

Other analysts are less disturbed by this threat.
They note that a “leading-edge” SLCM attack is
plausible only if it could be executed with near total
surprise. Operationally, this may be difficult be-
cause it could require a coordinated attack by several
platforms firing multiple SLCMs. To be successful,
preparations for the attack, which could include the
transit of SLCM platforms to launch points near the
U.S. coast, would have to go undetected. Moreover,
land-attack cruise missiles, which currently travel at
subsonic speeds, would have to arrive on target
before the United States could react. The flight time
for a SLCM fried 500 miles from its target is
approximately 1 hour. In contrast, a surprise attack
by Soviet submarine-launched ballistic missiles
could be executed at much longer ranges and with
only 15 minutes or less of tactical warning.

OTA judges that no plausible arms control
monitoring regime could reliably detect small
numbers of illegal deployments. To the extent that
small numbers of Soviet nuclear land-attack SLCMs
are of concern, they must be dealt with independ-

ently of arms control, for example, by developing
and deploying SLCM warning systems. Proposals
for such systems have been made in the past, but
there is little enthusiasm to develop them now
because of the relaxation in tensions accompanying
the end of the Cold War. In fact, parts of the U.S. air
defense and aerial surveillance modernization pro-
gram have recently been curtailed or canceled.57

President Bush’s decision to remove all bombers
and some missiles from alert status, the Air Force’s
decision to remove 24-hour airborne alerts for its
airborne command post ‘‘Looking Glass,’ and the
Navy’s decision to eliminate airborne alerts of its
submarine communications relay aircraft ‘‘TA-
CAMO,” are all evidence that a surprise nuclear
attack—whether by nuclear SLCMs, bombers, or
missiles-is of diminished concern.

ARMS CONTROL AND
MONITORING OPTIONS FOR

NUCLEAR SLCM LIMITATIONS
OTA analyzed monitoring options and evasion

possibilities for several representative proposals for
nuclear SLCM arms control regimes. These are
summarized below.

A Ban on Nuclear SLCMs

This option would ban the production, storage,
and deployment of any type of nuclear SLCM. OTA
addressed this option in greatest detail because:

● the asymmetry in numerical deployments and
capabilities of U.S. and Soviet land-attack and
antiship SLCM forces suggested that this
option could be of mutual interest,

● this option most clearly illustrated the tradeoffs
between monitoring confidence and monitor-
ing complexity and intrusiveness, and

. this option provided a natural point of departure
for an analysis of arms options that would
explicitly allow some types of nuclear SLCM
deployments.

56 me l--~ge ~~ck is di~m~~~  ~ more d~~ ~ ~u  ho, ContinentalAirDe  fe~e:A Neglec&dDi~~ion  Of strucegiCL)@nse,  CSIA
Oczasional Paper No. 7 ~MD: University Press of America), 1990.

57 Unfl ~enfly, & Form p@ for theh Over. the-hofion  ba&catter  ra~ ne~ork  ficluded a North-Centi  site, which when ~mbilld wi~
coastal OTH-B facilities would have given wide-area ocean surveillance at all altitudes from the coast line to some 1,500 miles offshore. These plans
have now been canceled and the only opemtional facility, located in Maine, has been reduced to part-time operation. OTH-B  was designed primarily
to track bomber-sized targets; however, supporters believed that detection of cruise missiles would also be possible. See ContinentaZAirDefense,  ibid.,
pp. 74-80.
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A range of onsite monitoring options could be
applied at some or all of the lifecycle stages of
SLCM component production; component assembly
and missile test, deployment, and maintenance.
These options could be tailored to satisfy the
tradeoff between monitoring uncertainty and the
financial costs, potential for disruption, or intelli-
gence losses associated with implementing U.S.
inspections and preparing for Soviet reciprocal
inspections. For example, if the United States was
mostly concerned about day-to-day compliance with
the ban on nuclear SLCM deployments, and it did
not want to tolerate Soviet inspectors on U.S. ships,
it could implement an inspection regime that would
only examine SLCMs onshore. One option would be
to examine a random sample of SLCMs during
loading or unloading operations. More intrusive
regimes could add monitoring at warhead attach-
ment facilities, storage sites, or production facilities.

It is OTA’s assessment that there are many ways
a cheater could violate covertly a treaty that forbade
any nuclear SLCM production, storage, or de-
ployment-if the cheater is willing to tolerate the
risks and potential penalties of cheating. Illegal
nuclear SLCMs could come from weapons hidden
before treaty entry-into-force, SLCMs produced at
covert facilities, or illegal conversion of conven-
tional SLCMs (which are assumed to be legal) to
nuclear variants. ALCMs are another potential
source of SLCM components-including engines,
guidance systems, and possibly nuclear warheads.
As noted above, START places no restrictions on the
production of ALCMs.

The legal production and deployment of conven-
tional SLCMs and nuclear ALCMs in this notional
treaty option guarantees that much of the necessary
‘‘infrastructure’ for test and manufacture of nuclear
SLCMs would remain available after treaty entry-
into-force. Continuous in-country monitoring at
declared production and assembly facilities and
onsite inspection of SLCM platforms would force a
cheater to establish and maintain a covert infrastruc-
ture. However, even the most intrusive monitoring,
including short-notice anywhere, anytime’ inspec-
tions, could not guarantee that some illegal SLCMs

were not being hidden. In a crisis, these SLCMs
could be deployed rapidly to SLCM-capable surface
ships or submarines.

The monitoring challenge for a total ban on all
nuclear SLCMs, including nondeployed weapons,
may be illustrated by enumerating some of the
potential evasion routes a determined cheater might
consider for the production, storage, test, and
deployment portions of the nuclear SLCM lifecycle.
(Note: the following list represents OTA judgments
and does not purport to represent judgments of the
U.S. Government.) A more detailed analysis, not
possible in this unclassified summary, suggests that
some of these scenarios would be more worrisome
than others.

Production of Airframes for Nuclear SLCMs

●

●

●

●

Modify existing conventional SLCM airfra-
mes.
New production at facilities that are legal for
conventional SLCMS.58

Production from air-launched or ground-
launched cruise missile parts.59

Production at clandestine facilities.

Nuclear Warhead Production and Attachment

●

●

●

●

●

●

to SLCM Airframes

Covert assembly of nuclear SLCM warheads at
facilities involved in legal nuclear warhead
production.
Divert/modify nuclear warheads designated for
nuclear-armed ALCMs.
Attach warheads at clandestine industrial site.

Storage

Hide nuclear SLCMs within the confines of
conventional SLCM production plants.
Hide nuclear SLCMs at undeclared military
facilities.
Hide nuclear SLCMs at industrial facilities
(assumin g cheater is prepared to assume the
risks that might accompany less secure storage
of nuclear weapons).

58 Three is no ‘exte~lyob~mable  indicator” that could be used to distinguish between the production of an ~e designed for a nuclear SLCM
and the production of an airframe designed for a conventional SLCM.

59 AItiou@ ALCM pr~uction is not restictti  by the START agreemen~ both conventional and nuclear ground-launched cruise fissfles  (GLCMS)
and their launchers were eliminated by the INF treaty.
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Figure 5-Dockside and Lighter Replenishment
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Testing

Legal testing of conventional SLCM airframe,
guidance, and propulsion systems might substitute
for much of the testing needed for a nuclear SLCM.
Legal ALCM testing might also test many SLCM
components, even if SLCM testing were illegal. In
addition, OTA believes that covert testing might be
possible because:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

SLCMs need not be tested to full range to
demonstrate reliability (although they typically
are).
SLCMs can be tested to full range in racetrack
patterns. This capability could be used in
attempt to elude overhead systems by, for
example, flying patterns in sites that are diffi-
cult to monitor using photo-reconnaissance
satellites.
SLCM tests could be performed at clandestine
sites and at times when overhead sensors are
not on station.
Denial of telemetry from SLCMs is feasible; in
addition, under existing arms control treaties, it
would be legal.

Deployment

Transfer at sea, undeclared domestic ports, or
foreign ports.60 (See figure 5.)
Hiding SLCMs below deck.6l

Covert launchers on undeclared surface ships.
At-sea warhead conversion;62 and at-sea war-
head switching.63

Ban Only Long-Range Nuclear SLCMs

This option would ban the deployment or storage
of any nuclear SLCM defined as “long-range.” Its
foremost objective would be to eliminate Soviet
nuclear land-attack SLCMs while preserving U.S.
conventional land-attack SLCM programs. (The
Soviets could also deploy conventional land-attack
SLCMs should they develop this capability in the
future.)

A hypothetical treaty that limited only long-range
nuclear SLCMs would first define a range threshold
for treaty accountability. ALCMs become accounta-
ble under START if their range is in excess of 600
km. Similarly, although they will not be limited by
START, SLCMs with ranges in excess of 600 km
will be subject to politically binding declarations. A
treaty limiting long-range nuclear SLCMs with a
600-km threshold would currently affect the U.S.
TLAM-N and the Soviet SS-N-21 (assuming the
United States was satisfied with the accuracy of
Soviet claims as to the range of their other cruise
missiles). The United States can deploy the TLAM-
N on both surface ships and on submarines. In
contrast, the U.S. Department of Defense publica-
tion Soviet Military Power has only associated the
SS-N-21 with submarine platforms.

The monitoring options and evasion paths for this
arms option are similar to the total ban discussed
above. Potential evasion paths unique to this option
include extension of range and use of short-range
antiship weapons for land-attack.

Ban All Nuclear SLCMs on Suface Ships

A proposal advanced by some U.S. defense
analysts during the START negotiations would have
restricted nuclear SLCMs to deployment on declared
submarines, while allowing deployment of conven-
tional SLCMs on permitted submarines and surface
ships. Eliminating Soviet nuclear SLCMs from
surface ships would have removed what was then
part of the day-to-day nuclear threat to the U.S. Navy
while leaving the United States with a great advan-
tage in conventional capabilities, especially in its
carrier task forces. Both the rationale for this option
and the trend in U.S. naval nuclear deployments
suggest that had this option been advanced by the
United States, it might also have included a ban on

@me  loading and unloading of SLC&fs to ships from piers, floating docks, or tenders does not require any equipment other than a crane. Facilities
for transfer can be located within national boundaries or at foreign ports. Loading operations of SLCMS on submarines would probably be
indistinguishable fkom loading of torpedoes and could use standard torpedo loading equipment (a SLCM in its loading canister might weigh as much
as several thousand pounds more than a torpedo, but cranes and hoists rated to carry this weight would not be readily distinguishable from those that
are not). See figure 5.

61 p~usible only if SLCMa can be transferred between decks, for example, on m ticrtit @cr.
62 ~- w~he~s we designed to allow the use of insertable nuclear Components.

63 w is not possible on tie U.S. ‘hnahaw~  but would be a concern if systems were designed a priori to Mow rapid wmhd exc%e.
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all nuclear weapons deployed on surface ships.64 In
the fall of 1991, the United States and the former
Soviet Union took these steps unilaterally.

In this option, deployment of nuclear SLCMs on
submarines is legal. As a result, both sides avoid the
intrusiveness of submarine inspection while retain-
ing the option of deploying a nuclear SLCM force.
From a U.S. perspective, the challenge of treaty
monitoring might be eased because the other side
might have less incentive to violate a treaty that
allows legal nuclear SLCM deployments. Further-
more, since nuclear SLCM deployments on subma-
rines would be legal, the United States could
anticipate that violations of the treaty would involve
relatively large numbers of SLCMs, which are likely
to be easier to detect. Note too that the United States
would not monitor Russian nuclear SLCM produc-
tion and storage facilities with onsite inspectors;
such facilities would be legal in this option. Simi-
larly, the United States would not have to tolerate
reciprocal inspections at U.S. facilities.

Arguments in favor of a total ban on naval nuclear
weapons deployed on surface ships include:

. control of naval nuclear weapons is less reliable
than that of central strategic forces,65

● there is the potential for nuclear escalation
during a severe crisis or a conventional conflict
because U.S. and Soviet surface fleets are likely
to come into contact, thus adding pressure to
“use or lose” nuclear weapons, and

. U.S. surface forces would be more effective in
their conventional roles if they did not carry
nuclear weapons.66

Arguments against a total ban on naval nuclear
weapons deployed on surface ships include:

the Soviet Union could legally deploy militar-
ily significant numbers of nuclear SLCMs on
submarines, and
the Soviet Union could rapidly break out of
treaty limits because:
a. their SLCMs are produced in conventional

and nuclear variants, and
b. surface ship launchers could fire either type

of SLCM.

In addition, there is a potential negotiating problem
that stems from the asymmetry in U.S. and Soviet
SLCM forces. The former Soviet Union did not
deploy nuclear land-attack SLCMs on surface ships.

Launcher Limits

Launcher limits would restrict the number of
SLCM-capable launchers that could be legally
deployed on either surface ships or submarines. An
objective of a launcher limit would be to reduce the
number of nuclear SLCMs that could be deployed at
sea in a ready-launch configuration. An analogy to
a launcher limit would be a limit on the number of
intercontinental ballistic missile silos.

From a U.S. perspective, there would be at least
two drawbacks to launcher limits. First, they might
restrict the number of conventional SLCMs that
could be deployed. Second, since SLCM launchers

64 ~eu.s. NaV  ~d e-ted the follow@ @cti~ nucle~weapom even before the President’s announcements of new P~licY on SeP~ 27> 1991:
the submarine-launched nuclear antisubrmuine warfare rocket (SUBROC), the surface ship-launched nuclear antisubmarine warfare rocket (ASROC),
and the Terrier surface-to-air missile. The President’s directive will remove the nuclear SLC~ TLAIWN; the B-57 nuclear bomb/depth bomb; and the
B-61 nuclear bomb. The B-57 and B-61 are nuclear weapons that might be used by cmier aircraf~  they were introduced into the Fleet in 1963 and 1%8,
respectively. At the time of the President’s speech the only tactical nuclear weapon under development for the U.S. Navy was the B-90 nuclear
depth/strike bomb. This weapon was intended to replace the B-57, but its deployment has now been delayed. The future of the B-90 was uncertain even
before the President’s speech. See Norman Polmar, “Unilateral or Bilateral Nuclear Disarmamen~” The U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, vol. 117,
No. 2, Febmary  1991, pp. 105-106.

65 Cen~ s~tegic forms are usually defined as land and sub-e-based intercontinental ballistic missiles and long-range bombers.
~ ~ese ~~mti ticlude:

. Nuclear weapons displace conventional weapons.
● Ships designated for nuclear weapons require additional maintenance and security personnel, whether or not weapons are on board.
. Large amounts of magazine space are reserved for nuclear weapons, whether or not they are on board. (Note: this argument would not apply

to nuclear ‘Ibmahawks because they are not stored in magazines.)
Those favoring elimina tion of nuclear weapons also argue that:

● Naval operating patterns are too uncertain to include nuclear weapons in many war plans; therefore, nuclear weapons are reserve weapons with
little benefit to the U.S. deterrent against Soviet use of nuclear weapons.

● Short-range systems (e.g., a nuclear mine or surface-to-air missile) may not be usable without endangering the f- platform.
See, Adam B. Siegel, “ ‘Just Say No!’ The U.S. Navy and Arms Control: A Misguided Policy?” Naval War College Review, vol. 43, winter 1990, pp.
73-86.
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are used to fire other weapons,67 a launcher limit
could interfere with a ship’s capability to carry out
vital defensive or offensive missions against enemy
submarines, ships, and aircraft. A launcher limit set
high enough to avoid these problems would also
have little impact on the objective of limiting nuclear
SLCM deployments.

A launcher limit might be monitored with over-
head sensors in a manner similar to that adopted by
SALT and START negotiators for counting the
number of missile launch hatches on ballistic missile
submarines . Hiding extra launchers below deck is
a potential cheating scenario, but a cheater would
face both operational and safety barriers in its
execution. However, if necessary, this cheating
scenario could be deterred by allowing shipboard
inspections.

OTA envisions another cheating scenario using
canisterized SLCMs. These could be hidden on
surface ships and subsequently launched from make-
shift launchers. This would be possible because
canisterized weapons are self-contained and require
little external support to be fired. As with the
analogous cheating scenario of “soft-site’ launch
for canisterized ballistic missiles, one can either
argue that this scenario is implausible because “this
isn’t how a navy operates’ or one can argue that a
determined cheater would be willing to break with
normal operations.

In Summary , launcher limits could restrict the
potential for large violations of a SLCM limit, but
only if they were set so low that they would interfere
with other defensive and offensive naval missions.
Counting the number of SLCM-capable ships and
launchers could be accomplished with NTM. There-
fore, this option would not carry a large monitoring
burden.

Attibution Rules for Deployed
Nuclear SLCMs

The START treaty applies an attribution rule for
each heavy bomber declared to be a cruise missile
carrier.69 Nuclear SLCMs could be treated in a
similar way, with separate attribution rules for each
class of submarine or surface ship. The number and
type of platforms that carry SLCMs could be
communicated in a data exchange and verified with
high confidence through NTM. The number of
accountable nuclear SLCMs could then be included
in future ceilings on all accountable nuclear war-
heads and platforms, or it could be included in
separate subceilings.

This approach would bring nuclear SLCMs into
an arms control framework. The monitoring require-
ments would depend on the type of attribution rule.
One type of counting rule would assign a number of
accountable SLCMs to a vessel, but allow deploy-
ments above (or below) this number. Another would
treat the rule as a ceiling that could not be exceeded.
In the former scheme, the number of attributable
SLCMs would be simply the number of SLCM
platforms, which can be monitored with NTM,
multiplied by the attributed number of SLCMs.

There is no simple way to arrive at a “typical”
nuclear SLCM loading for attribution purposes
because launchers for SLCMs on submarines also
fire torpedoes, and launchers for SLCMs on surface
vessels also fire surface-to-air missiles. In addition,
only a fraction (typically a very small fraction) of a
ship’s load of cruise missiles will be nuclear.

A counting rule that allowed deployments to vary
from the attributed number of SLCMs per vessel
would pose no monitoring burden. However, moni-
toring compliance with a rule that was a ceiling
would be difficult using only overhead systems.
Shipboard inspections could increase monitoring
confidence, but only at the penalty of defeating an
objective of this arms option, which is to make

67 For e=ple, the current mix of weapons that can be fired by U.S. Mk41 vertical launch system (61 launch cells), which is deployed on destroyem
and cruisers, includes nuclear and conventional vensions of the land-attack ‘lbrnabawlc conventionally armed antiship l’bmahawks;  and the Standard
Missile, a conventionally armed solid-fuel rocket that is used for area defense against antiship missiles, aircraft, or ships. VLS could also be adapted
to fire vertical launch versions of the ASROC antisubmarinee missile and Harpoon antiship SLCM. ‘Ibrpedo  tubes also serve as multipurpose launchem
U.S. nuclear attack submarines are capable of firing torpedoes, conventionally armed Harpoon short-range SLCMS, and nuclear or conventional
‘hnahawk long-range SLCMS.

6s The SMT trmties included limits on themunberof land-based and SUbmarm“ &based ballistic missile launchers. InadditiorL both SAETI and SALT
II contained the following provisions: “For purposes of providing assurance of compliance . . . each Party shall use national technical means of
verification. . . Each party undertakes not to interfere with the national technical means of verification of the other . . . .“

o See footnote 39.
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nuclear SLCMs accountable with a minimum moni-
toring burden. There would also be the possibility of
large deployments beyond treaty limits if the num-
ber of attributed nuclear SLCMs for a vessel were
substantially less than that vessel’s maximum total
nuclear and non-nuclear load.

In Summary, an attribution rule could be used t.
bring SLCMs into a formal arms control framework
without imposing a large monitoring burden. How-
ever, compliance could not be monitored with
certainty using only overhead systems.

Limits On The Design of Future SLCMs

The United States currently does not plan to enter
into a formal arms treaty to limit nuclear SLCMs.
Nevertheless, the government may wish to take steps
that would preserve this option for the future. The
cost, level of intrusiveness, and effectiveness of a
monitoring regime are key factors in the practicality
of any arms accord. During the START negotiations,
U.S. officials stated that they would oppose a SLCM
treaty that allowed shipboard inspection, presuma-
bly because such an inspection is believed to be
overly intrusive. An inspection whose objective was
to find illegal nuclear warheads, or even smaller
insertable nuclear components (INCs), would have
to be even more intrusive.

An insertable nuclear component is a small
nuclear device that would allow a conventional
warhead to be rapidly converted to a nuclear
warhead. Even a concerted search might not find an
INC because its small size would allow it be hidden
anywhere within a ship and its radiative emissions
could be easily shielded. Warhead switching would
be another way to convert a conventional SLCM to
a nuclear SLCM. The warhead section of a SLCM,
while much larger than an INC, is still substantially
smaller than an assembled SLCM. The capability to
use INCs, or to switch warheads, does not reside in
U.S. SLCMs.

If the United States believes that convertible
SLCMs could be an important problem in future
arms negotiations, it could fund a modest research

program that would investigate the practicality of
designing inherently nonconvertible SLCMs. The
development of inherently nonconvertible cruise
missiles might also be useful for distinguishing
between nuclear ALCMs and long-range conven-
tional ALCMs, should the latter be developed.70

Data exchanges and baseline inspections in a
future treaty could verify that deployed SLCMs were
legal at the time of treaty entry-into-force. Continu-
ing compliance could be monitored by inspection of
deployments, either by monitoring loading and
unloading operations, or by onboard inspections.
Problems in monitoring cruise missile production,
test, and storage would prevent the United States
from knowing if the Soviets were in compliance
with an agreement that forbade development of
convertible cruise missiles. The United States could,
however, deter the deployment of convertible cruise
missiles by randomly examining deployed weapons
and subjecting them to intrusive inspection, for
example, X-ray radiography. Monitoring compli-
ance of day-to-day deployments could, over time,
build confidence that dual-use SLCMs were not
being produced.

Politically Binding Declarations

A final option for nuclear SLCM arms control is
to make long-range nuclear SLCMs the subject of
binding declarations. This option was agreed to by
Presidents Bush and Gorbachev at the Washington
Summit in June 1990. Both sides agreed to make
unilateral declarations of the upper limit on the
number of long-range nuclear SLCMs they would
deploy during a specified period. Although neither
side was legally constrained by an arms control
treaty from exceeding this limit, both sides agreed
that the limits would be “politically binding.”71

Essentially, President Bush’s address of September
27, 1991 called for the same arrangement with an
upper limit of zero.

There is no explicit monitoring requirement for
this option. However, the United States normally

70A provision of the ST~T _ment r-s that long-range conventional ALCMs be distinguishable ~m lor%~e nucl~ ~Ms.

71 The June 1990 limits were set at sucha high level that they would not have constrained either side’s SLCMprograms or reduced ti m.iliw u~ty
of either side’s SLCMs. Some U.S. analysts believed the declarations were merely a way of papering over important differences that would otherwise
have prevented a START agreement. Others believed they had value because they would remove some of the secrecy that surrounds the Soviet SLCM
program. Political declarations do not cany the legal constraints of aforrnal tr~, therefore, the United States would be free to alter its SLCMpmgram
in response to changing security needs, or in response to changes in Soviet SLCM forces.
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devotes a portion of its NTM assets towards monitor Soviet compliance with any degree of
monitoring compliance with arms control agree- certainty. NTM would, however, let analysts count
ments. As discussed above, limitations of NTM for the number of SLCM-capable ships and launchers,
monitoring nuclear SLCM production, storage, or perhaps placing an upper bound on the magnitude of
deployment would not allow the United States to potential violations.


